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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S be a semigroup and A a subset of S. The principal congruence p(A) 
on S is defined by 
XPef)Y if and only ifA..x=A..y, 
whereA..x=((u,v)ES’xS’:uxvEA} [4].Ifthereisafinitenumberof 
p(A)-classes, A is called recognizable [8]. Following Rankin et al. [8], S is 
called a-recognizable if every subset of S is recognizable. They obtained 
important basic results on a-recognizable semigroups [8]: An inverse 
semigroup is a-recognizable if and only if it is finite. Every a-recognizable 
semigroup is not only periodic but also satisfies the identity x”’ ” = x”’ for 
some positive integers m, n; it has no infinite chains of idempotents. The 
orders of subgroups are bounded; the direct product of two monoids is a- 
recognizable if and only if one of the direct factors is finite. In [8], Rankin et 
al. gave an important interesting example of a-recognizable commutative 
semigroups S satisfying S3 = {0}, but it was left unsolved to clear the 
structure of a-recognizable commutative nil semigroups. 
Motivated by interest in those nil semigroups, the author intends to 
investigate the foundation of recognizability from a general point of view. In 
this paper a (binary) system is defined to be a function F: X x Y+ F and 
we introduce left or right a-recognizability of X. In fact one-sided a- 
recognizability is equivalent to two-sided a-recognizability (Section 2). This 
fact makes the argument much easier. The a-recognizability of systems is 
characterized by a finite union of subsystems satisfying some finiteness 
condition with respect to the ranges and partitions induced by multiplication 
(Section 3). We completely characterize a-recognizable direct product of two 
systems (Section 4). As an immediate consequence of the general result of 
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systems, we can determine a-recognizable (commutative) nil semigroups 
satisfying S3 = (0) and proceed to (commutative) nil semigroups, 
commutative archimedean semigroups. Also we characterize a-recognizable 
[O-j simple semigroups. Section 5 is devoted to the study of the structure of 
a-recognizable semigroups: The main result is the fact that every a- 
recognizable semigroup has a IO-] minimal ideal, and has a well ordered 
“principal series,” in which there is only a finite number of completely O- 
simple principal factors. From this we introduce regular series of a- 
recognizable semigroups. In particular, the structure of a-recognizable 
regular semigroups can be described in a nice way. Although various results 
are described, the central theorems are: Theorem 2.7 as a foundation; 
Theorems 3.13, 3.14, and 3.18 giving the basic structure of systems; 
Theorem 3.17 on the descending chain condition in systems; Theorem 5.3 
showing existence of O-minimal ideals in semigroups; and Theorem 5.8 
clarifying well-ordered principal series and describing “finiteness”-like 
property of semigroups. These theorems form the backbone of this paper. In 
this paper we shall not construct a-recognizable semigroups in detail but, the 
author believes, this paper establishes a general theory on a-recognizable 
binary systems and semigroups. 
Notation. Let Z, denote the set of positive integers and 0 the empty set. 
The inclusion “c” means “C’ but “f”; 1x1 denotes the cardinal number of a 
set X. If X is a finite set, we write 1x1 < co. If X is not finite we write 
1x1 = co for convenience. Let I~ denote the equality relation on X, namely, 
I~ = {(x,x): x E X}, and w(X) the universal relation on X, namely, w(X) = 
XX X. If p is a relation on X or p is a function X + Y and if Z c X, the 
notation p 1 Z denotes the restriction of p to Z. The notation “xh y” denotes 
“x is not p-related.” When a statement says “A holds if and only if B holds”, 
its necessity is: “If A holds, then B holds”; and its sufficiency is: “If B holds, 
then A holds.” 
2. RECOGNIZABILITY 
Let X, Y, F be nonempty sets and let .T: X x Y + F be a system. For 
convenience we denote K(x, v) = xy for x E X, y E Y and let 
y(X, Y) = XY. For any subset A of XY we define an equivalence t(A) on 
XY by 
764 > = 44 ) u 4(XY)\‘4), 
where w(Z) = Z x Z, w(0) = 0 and (XY)\p = (XY) -A. Next define an 
equivalence p#) on X and p,(A) on Y as follows: 
XlP,(A)X, if and only if x, y r(A) x2 y for all y E Y. 
YlP,(~)Y, if and only if xy, r(A) xy, for all x E X. 
(2.0) 
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We give a few other descriptions of p, and p, which may be convenient for 
discussion. Define C, : X X Y -+ {O, 1 } by 
C,4(x, Y) = 1 if xyEA 
=o if xy@A. 
Then 
XlPrvb, if and only if C,(x, , y) = C,(x, , y) for all y E Y. 
Y,PrV)Y, if and only if C,(x, y,) = C,(x, yJ for all x E X. 
For each y E Y, define an equivalence z,( y; A) on X, and for each x E X, 
define an equivalence x,(x; A) on Y as follows: 
Xl %(Yi Ah, if and only if x, y s(A) xZ y, 
Y,G(x;A)Yz if and only if xy, t(A) xy,. 
(2.1) 
From definition, 
Pr(4= n a,b0)9 pr(~) = n 7dxi4. (2.2) 
YEY XEX 
In case A = {a 1, we use the notation 7cI( y; a), n,(x; a), p,(a) and p,(a) instead 
of JQ(Yi {al>, dx; (a)), P,(b)) and ~,((a}), respectively. If we need to 
specify the domain, we write 
A subset A of XY is called Iefr [right] recognizable for ST if IX/p,(A)1 < 
cg [] Y/p,(A)1 < co 1. If there is no fear of confusion we may omit “for jr.” 
Obviously XY itself is left [right] recognizable for all ,g. Conventionally 
the empty subset shall be left [right] recognizable for all r. The set of all 
left [right] recognizable subsets of XY for Sr is closed under Boolean 
operations. If A is left [right] recognizable for jT and if 0 #B c 
A c Cc XY, then B and C need not be left [right] recognizable for s7. 
K: X X Y -+ F is called left [right] a-recognizable if all subsets of XY are 
left [right] recognizable. From definition ((2.0) and (2.1)), it follows that 
x, p,(A )xt if and only if x,(x, ; A) = rr,(xZ ;A). 
A is left recognizable for Sr if and only if {x,(x; A): x E X) is finite. 
A is right recognizable for fl if and only if {nr( y; A): y E Y) is finite. 
(2.3) 
PROPOSITION 2.4. A is left recognizable for ST if and only if A is right 
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recognizable for ST. Accordingly Sr is left a-recognizable if and only ifF is 
right a-recognizable. 
Proof Assume A is left recognizable. By (2.3), 1(x,(x; A): 
x E X)1 = k < co. But 1 Y/x,(x; A)\ Q 2 for all x E X. By the expression of 
p,(A) in (2.2) we have 1 Y/p,(A)1 < 2k. The converse is just the dual case. The 
second statement immediately follows. 
DEFINITION. A subset A of XY is called recognizable for jr if it is left or 
right recognizable for .F. A system .F: X x Y -+ F is called a-recognizable if 
all subsets of XY are recognizable for ,7. 
We need to clarify a relation between the a-recognizability for groupoids 
in this paper and the a-recognizability in the sense of [8] from the general 
point of view. 
If X = Y = F, .F: X x X+X is called a groupoid. Recognizability has 
been defined for subsets A of X2, but we can define it for subsets of X as 
follows: A subset A of X is called recognizable for x if A n X2 is 
recognizable for .F. Obviously, all subsets of X are recognizable for .7 if 
and only if all subsets of X2 are recognizable for .F. 
Next we compare the two equivalences on X, p,(A) and pi(A), where pi(A) 
is defined below: 
Define p:(A) by 
x, pi(A)x, if and only ifx, y z(A)x, y for all y E X’, 
where X’ =X U { 1); namely, y E X’ means either y E X or y is void. 
(2.5) IX/p,(A)1 < 00 ifand only iflX/b:(A)l < co. 
Proof. Clearly pi(A) G p,(A). We easily see that each p,(A)-class consists 
of at most two p;(A)-classes. Immediately we have the conclusion. 
For A c X, we define another two equivalences *p(A), p,(A) on X as 
follows: 
x *p(A) y if and only if (ux)v s(A) (uy)u for all (u, V) E X1 X X’ 
but(u,v)#(l,l). 
xp,(A) y if and only if u(xv) t(A) u( yv) for all (u, u) E X’ x X1 
but(u,u)#(l,l). 
If IX/,p(A)I < co, then A is called left *-recognizable for y. If 
IWP*(Al < a, then A is called right *-recognizable for Sr. Then 
jr: Xx X-+X is called left [right] *-a-recognizable if all subsets of X are 
left [right] *-recognizable for Sr. 
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Define *p (‘-‘)(A) and p!+!,“(A) by 
x *p”v”(A)y if and only if (ux)u r(A)(u-V)V for all (u, v) E X’ x X’, 
xpy*“(A)y if and only if u(xv) r(A) u(yu) for all (u, u) E X’ x X’. 
Similarly as (2.5), we have 
ifandonly if ~X/*p”~“(A)~ < 03. 
if and only if jX/p$‘*“(A)I < 03. 
THEOREM 2.1. The following are equivalent for groupoids F: 
XXX+XandA&X’. 
(1) A is left recognizable for .Y. 
(2) A is right recognizable for .F. 
(3) A is left *-recognizable for .F. 
(4) A is right *-recognizable for .F. 
Proof: “( 1) t (2)” has been done. By definition, x *p(A) JJ if and only if 
@xh 44) ( Y> u v f or all U, v E X and xp,(A) npp,(A) y. The implication 
“(3) --f (1)” follows from *p(A) c p,(A); “(4) + (2)” follows from 
p,(A) sp,(A). We show only “( 1) and (2) imply (3).” [“( 1) and (2) imply 
(4)” is similar. ] From definition, x ,p(A)y if and only if xp,(A) JJ and 
uxp,(A) uy for all u E X’. If we define a(A) by xu(A) y if and only if 
uxp,(A)uy for all u E X’, then *p(A) =p,(A) n a(A). Note a(A) cp,(A). It 
is sufficient to show that IX/o(A)1 < co. Let k = 1 X/p,(A)1 < co and 
m = IX/p,(A)1 < co. We see that each p,(A)-class is a disjoint union of at 
most k @A)-classes; hence (X/,p(A)( < k’m. 
COROLLARY 2.7’. The following are equivalent for groupoids .F. 
(1) .F is left a-recognizable. 
(2) F is right a-recognizable. 
(3) .F is left “-a-recognizable. 
(4) ,F is right *-a-recognizable. 
If .F is a semigroup, then p/(A) [p,(A)] . 1s a right [left] congruence on X, 
that is, a right [left] compatible equivalence; and *p(A) =p,(A), *p”*“(A) = 
p&““(A) and both congruences on the semigroup jr. The above definition of 
a-recognizability for semigroups is equivalent to the definition of a- 
recognizability due to Rankin et al. [ 8 1. A semigroup r: X X X -+ X is [left, 
right] a-recognizable if and only if every subset A of X there is a [right, left] 
conguence p such that IX/pi < co and A is a union of p-classes. 
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We define an equivalence eL on X and an equivalence e, on Y for a 
system .7: X x Y + F as follows: 
x1 e, x2 if and only if x, y = x2 y for all y E Y. 
y, eR y, if and only if xy, = xy, for all x E X. 
From definition, eL c p,(A) and eR c p,(A) for all subsets A E XY. 
When IX/e, 1 < co [ 1 Y/e, 1 < cc 1, we call ,Ji7 e,~;finite [ e,-finite]. 
(2.8) If jr is e,-finite, or e,-finite, then .i7 is a-recognizable. 
If .7 is a semigroup, both e,, and eR are congruences [S, lo], and 
Theorem 2.12 [S] follows from (2.8). 
The following is evident: 
(2.9) UiXl < 03 or / YI < co, then .F: XX Y+ F is a-recognizable. 
To consider the converse of (2.9) we define disjunctiveness. 
A system .F: XX Y+ F is called left [right] disjunctive (with respect to 
A) if there is a subset A of XY such that p,(A) = I, [p,(A) = z,]. If fl is left 
and right disjunctive, then jr is called disjunctive. The following is easily 
obtained. 
(2.10) If a left [right] disjunctive system .7: X x Y + F is a- 
recognizable, then 1x1 < co[lYl < co]. 
For example, quasi-groups, loops [2] and groups are disjunctive. Accor- 
dingly, if a group is a-recognizable, then it is finite [ 8 ]. (Also see (3.21).) 
Here are other examples of disjunctive systems. 
EXAMPLE 2.11. If S is a cyclic nil semigroup and if T= S\(O}, then the 
system T x T+ S is disjunctive with respect to (0). 
EXAMPLE 2.12. The infinite cyclic semigroup, or equivalently, the 
positive integer semigroup Z, under addition, is disjunctive with respect to 
A = (n(n + 3)/2: n E Z,}. Hence Z, is not a-recognizable. 
3. STRUCTURE OF SYSTEMS 
In this section we precisely study the structure of a-recognizable systems. 
A basic useful idea is a division of X x Y into a finite disjoint union of 
blocks. 
Let P-: X x Y + F be a system, and S be a subset of X x Y. The function 
481/76/l-4 
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R S + F defined by the restriction of F to S is denoted by d%” = s’ 1 S, 
and R is called a subsystem of jT. The projections 9X and 9i, are maps: 
&: XX Y+X, 9$: Xx Y+ Y defined by yx(x, y)=x and yy(x, y)= y, 
respectively. Generally S c (ZJ$S) x (9,,S); but if S = (yxS) x (C9yS), S is 
called a block of X x Y and R: S-t F is called a block subsystem of F. In 
this paper, however, we deal with only block subsystems; so a block 
subsystem is meant by a subsystem. 
When Xx Y is a set union of a finite number of blocks B,, namely, 
X x Y = U:= i Bi and when we let Cq =,F 1 Bi, .P is called the finite union 
of subsustems 5 denoted by 
If for every i, # i,, at least one of .yxBi, n.P,Bi2 and 9~Bi,f7.9’~Bi2 is 
empty, namely, X x Y is a disjoint union of blocks and if we let 6 = .F 1 Bi, 
then .F is called the disjoint union of subsystems ,q. In particular, if for 
every i, # i, both yxBi, nyxBi2 = 0 and yyBi, n9,,‘,Biz = 0, then 
X x Y = lJ B, is called a regular union of blocks Bi or a regular division of 
XX Y, and F = lJ 6 is called the regular union of subsystems 5. A 
regular union is also described as follows: Let jr: X X Y + F be a system, 
andX=lJyE”=,Xi, Y=U~=,Yj,whereXi,nXi,=~,i,#i,; Yj,nYj,=O, 
j, # j,. Then 
xX y= U (Xix yj) 
I<i<m 
I<j<n 
and fl= (Ji, j*j is a regular union of ~j =jr / (Xi X Yj). 
(3.0) Let Z = Ui Bi be a finite union of blocks. There exists a regular 
division of Z, Z = Uj Rj such that each Bi is a regular union of blocks R,. 
The same statement holds for (X x Y)\Z instead of Z. 
Proof is left for the reader. 
Let .F: X x Y + F be a system and assume ,F = lJi & is a finite union of 
CT, where .c: Xi x Yi+ Fi. Let A be a subset of XY. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. A is recognizable for ,F if and only if, for each i, A is 
recognizable for 5 (equivalently, A (7 (Xi Yi) is recognizable). Accordingly, 
,S+- is a-recognizable if and only if each 5 is a-recognizable. 
Proof Necessity. Suppose 5, j, is not a-recognizable for some i, , j, . Let 
B = A f7 Xi, Yj,. Then the set {x1(x, Yj, ; B): x E Xi,} is infinite by (2.3). 
Since 71,.(x, Y, B) is the extension of 7rr(x, Yj, ; B), the set {7c,.(x, Y, B): 
x E Xi,} is infinite, a contradiction. Hence Tj is a-recognizable for each i, j. 
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Sufficiency. By (3.0) we can assume .F: X x Y + F is a regular union, 
.F= u cTj, where 2yj = .F I (Xi x Yj). 
I <i&n3 
I<j<n 
Let A cXY and A = Ui,jAij, where A,=A f7(XiYj). Since A,i is 
recognizable for .c7, we let mij= l(rcr(x, Y,;A,): xEXi}l < co. Then we 
have 1(x,(x, Y;A): x E X}l <EYE, Cj”=, mii ; hence .X is a-recognizable. 
COROLLARY 3.2. A subsystem of an a-recognizable system is a- 
recognizable. 
Proof: For any block B c X X Y there is a regular division 
X x Y = U Bi such that one Bi equals B. Now Proposition 3.1 is applied. 
We give an application of (2.10) and Corollary 3.2 to finiteness of 
groupoids. For simplicity a groupoid G x G -+ G is denoted by G. The 
following proposition generalizes Theorem 2.4 in [ 8 1. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let G be a groupoid and assume (H, X H, + G: 
c E z) is a family of disjunctive subsystems of G with respect to A, c H, H, 
such that 
(“1 
If G is a-recognizable then I H, I is bounded, that is, 
I& Gk for all < E E, 
where kE Z, depending on G and (H, x H,-+ G: (E E}. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.2 each H, is a-recognizable. Then, by (2.10), 
h, = /H, / < co. Since H, is disjunctive with respect to A,, it follows from 
assumption AnH,H,=A, that IG/p,(A)I>h,, where A =USEEAI. 
Assumption, a-recognizability of G, yields that h, is bounded. 
EXAMPLE 3.3.1 [8]. Any family of subgroups of G, {H, X H,+ H,: 
5 E E}, in particular, the family of all subgroups of G satisfies condition (*) 
of Proposition 3.3: A, = (e,}, el is the identity element of H,. 
Hence the orders of subgroups in an a-recognizable groupoid are bounded. 
EXAMPLE 3.3.2. Let S, be a cyclic nil subsemigroup of G, and let 0, be 
the zero of S,. Let H, = S,\{O,}. Then H, x H,+ S, is disjunctive with 
respect to A, = (0,). Then (H, : c E E) satisfies the condition. 
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Hence the orders of cyclic nil subsemigroups of an a-recognizable 
groupoid is bounded. 
FACT 3.4 181. Zf a semigroup S is u-recognizable then S is periodic and 
the orders of elements x E S are bounded. 
ProoJ Let x E S. By Example 2.12, i(x)1 < a) for all x E S. Let m, be 
the index of x [3], and let H,= (x)\{x”~~‘), where if (x) is a group, 
H, = 0. If H, # 0, the system H, x H, + (x) is disjunctive with respect to 
(e,}, where e, is the idempotent in (x). By Proposition 3.3, (IH,l: x E S) is 
bounded, hence (1(x)1: x E S} is bounded. (E = {e, : x E S) is considered as 
A in Proposition 3.3.) 
Alternate proof: Let G, be the maximal subgroup of (x). By Example 
3.3.1 and Proposition 3.3, (IG,/: x E S} is bounded. Let T,y = (x)\G,~. Then 
the system T, x TX + G, is disjunctive with respect to G,. This follows from 
Example 2.11. Again, by Proposition 3.3, (1 T.V/: x E S} is bounded. 
Therefore (I(x x E S} is bounded. 
As seen in [8], Fact 3.4 implies that an o-recognizable semigroup S 
satisfies the identity x m+n=~m for some m,nEZ+. 
Let .F: XX Y-F and .IF’: X’ X Y’ + F’ be systems. A homomorphism 
It-1 of .7 to .iT’ is a triple (f, g, h) of surjective mappings, f: X + X’, g: 
Y--f Y’, h: F + F’ such that 
f(x) 0) = h(xy) for all x E X, y E Y. 
If such an IH exists we say .iz is homomorphic to .iT’, and J’ is a 
homomorphic image of .7 under IH. If f”: X + Y’, g”: Y--t X’ and h”: 
F + F’ satisfy 
g”(y) f”(x) = h”(v) 
then (f”, g”, h”) is called an anti-homomorphism of .F to ,F’, and iT is 
called anti-homomorphic to ,F’. 
In particular, if f, g and h are bijections, an [anti-Jhomomorphism lti = 
(f,g, h) is called an [anti-lisomorphism, and Y is said to be Ianti]- 
isomorphic to C9-‘. In 121, IH was called isotopy. A system F: X x Y + F is 
anti-isomorphic to .i7* : Y X X + F defined by .9-*( y, x) =.7(x, y). 
If 7 is homomorphic to .7’ under IH = (J g, h), there are equivalences 
)I~, I]~, qF on X, Y, F, respectively, such that 
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and if we define .7/(qx, vu, rF): X/u], x Y/vr + F/q,, by 
f(x) = wx 5 g(y) = YrlY? h(z) = Z’IF, 
where x E X, y E Y, z E F and xqx denotes the qx-class containing x, then 
./T/(qx, vu, qF) is isomorphic to ,iT’ in the natural sense. 
Let Iti be a homomorphism of ,F to ,F’, IH = (A g, h). Let A’ be a subset 
of X’ Y’ and A be the pre-image of A’ under h. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. A is recognizable for .F if and only if A’ is 
recognizable for 2-l. Hence a homomorphic image of an a-recognizable 
system is a-recognizable. 
ProoJ C,(x, y) was defined in Section 2. For each y E Y, define C,.,(y): 
X+ (0, 1) for .B by C,(y).x=C,,,(x,y). Then we can see C,(y)x= 1 if 
and only if C, ,( y/)x’ = 1, where x’ = f (x), y’ = g(y). Since (C,(y): y E Y} 
is finite, { C,,f (y’): y’ E Y’ } is finite. Hence .7’ is a-recognizable. 
PROPOSITION 3Sa. Assume .F’: Z x U-t F is a-recognizable. Let f: 
X+ Z and g: Y + U be mappings and define .i7: X x Y + F b> 
ab = f (a) g(b). Then F is a-recognizable. 
Proof is left for the reader. 
For each x E X we denote by r,(x) the equivalence on Y determined by 
the mapping y ~--t xy, namely, y, x,.(x) y, if and only if xy, = xyZ. For each 
y E Y, define n,(y) on X by x, rc,( y)x, if and only if x1 y =x2 J’. 
LEMMA 3.6. 
eL = n 71,(yh eR = n 71r(x)’ 
SEY XEX 
dy) = n n,(y; z), 7i,(x) = n z,(x;z), 
ZEXk ZEXY 
where e, and eR were de$ned just before (2.8). 
proof dy) E: O,,xy rc,( y; z) is obvious. To show the other direction, let 
x, , x2 E X and x1 xr(y; z)x2 for all z E XY. Suppose x, y # x2 y, and let 
z, =x, y. Then x1 and x2 are not 7c,(y; z,)-related. This contradicts the 
assumption. Hence x, y = x,y, so x1 ?r[(y)x,. The proof of the second 
equality is similar. 
LEMMA 3.7. (l)Assume IXyl < WforallyEY. Then.F:Xx Y-tFis 
e,-finite if and only ifi (7~,( y): y E Y}l < co. In this case .F is a-recognizable. 
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(2) Assume IxYJ < co for all x E X. Then .F: XX Y+ F is e,-jinite if 
and onZy if 1 {x,(x): x E X}l < CO. In this case .iT is a-recognizable. 
Proof of (1). Assume IX/e,] < co. Since e, = n,,, n,(y) by Lemma 3.6, 
eL. c n,(y) for all y E Y, each r,(y) induces an equivalence on the finite set 
X/e,, hence ](rc,(y): y E Y)] < co. 
Conversely assume ](7rI( y): y E Y}] < co. Since ]Xy] < co for all y E Y, 
IW,(Y)I = k, < 00. This implies IX/e, I < n, k, < co because e, = 
n yEY n,(y) and n, is the finite product. The last statement follows from 
(2.8). Similarly (2) is obtained. 
Remark 3.8. Without assuming ]Xy] < co [or ]xY] < co], Lemma3.7 
does not hold. For example, see left [right] zero semigroups and infinite 
groups. Finiteness of {x1(y): y E Y} or {x1(x): x E X) is not a necessary 
condition for a-recognizability in general. See Example 3.19.2. Also 
finiteness of {rc,( y): y E Y} does not necessarily imply finiteness of (Z,(X): 
x E X}. See (cy : y = 1, 2 ,... } . Y of Example 3.19.2. Note Lemma 3.7 will be 
strengthened by Theorem 3.14. 
However, we have, in a special case, the following: 
LEMMA 3.9. Assume ,7: X x Y--V F satisfies IXYl < CO. The following 
are equivalent. 
(1) .F: X X Y + F is a-recognizable. 
(2) Each singleton of XY is recognizable. 
(3) The set {7ct( y): y E Y} is finite. 
(4) The set {x,(x): x E X} is Jinite. 
Proof. (1) =P (2): Obvious. (2) + (3). Let z E XY. From assumption, the 
set (n,(b; z): b E Y) is finite for each z E XY by (2.3). Since ]XYI < 00, 
{x,(b; z): z E XY} is Jinite for each b E Y. By Lemma 3.6, (n,(b): b E Y} is 
finite. 
(3) * (1) is proved Lemma 3.7. 
(2) =j (4) and (4) + (1) are similarly proved. 
Let .ir: X x Y + F be a system and D a subset of XY. A subset B of X is 
called a p,(D)-basis of jr if B is a representative of p,(D)-classes, namely: 
(i) For distinct b,, b, E B, b,p,(D)b,, namely, b, and b, are not 
p,(D)-related. 
(ii) For any x E X there is b E B such that xp,(D) b. 
Dually we define p,(D)-basis for a subset B of Y. 
(3.10-) IfB is a pt(D)-basis of a-recognizable jT: XX Y-+ F, there is a 
finite subset C of Y such that B is a pt(D)-basis of the subsystem X X C + F. 
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We call C a support of B. 
THEOREM 3.10. Assume F: X x Y-, F satisfies IxYJ < co and 
1 Xy / < co for all x E X, y E Y. If ST is a-recognizable then 1 XYI < 03 ; hence 
Lemma 3.9 holds. 
Proof. Let D be a finite subset of XY. Let B be a p,(D)-basis of 2-, and 
C be a support of B. By assumption I B ( < co and I BY U XC / < co. Suppose 
lXYl= co. There is d, E (XY)\(BYU XC), where d, =x, y, for some 
x, E x\B and y, E r\C. Let D, = DU {d,}. With respect to XX C-+ F, 
x,p!(D)b, for some 6, E B but x,p,(D) b for all b E B, b # b,. The latter 
implies x1 p,(D,) b for jr; the former implies x,p,(D,) b, for _;T since 
b,y,&D,. Hence xlpl(D,)b for all bEB. Also if b,,b,EB and b,#b, 
then b, p,(D,) b, for 3. Let B, be a p,(D,)-basis of ,F containing B U (x1}. 
By induction on n, we have sequences of finite subsets, (c is proper 
inclusion) 
B=B,,cB1c.-.cB,c..., 
where for each R, _Bn is a p,(D,)-bags of x, and z, p,(D,)z, implies 
z,p,(D_,+,)z,. Let B=U,“=,B~d D=uzEOD,,. Then we see if zl, 
z2 E B with z, # z2 then z1p,(D) z2. As 1 BI = co, the set D is not 
recognizable for .F. This contradicts a-recognizability of .7. Hence 
IXYl < 00. 
To consider the case IxYl = co or ) Xy / = co, we introduce another 
equivalence on X in case IxYl = cg. From now on through this section we 
will describe one-sided cases, and will omit their dual cases which will 
similarly hold. 
Let 0#B’cX, O#CcY, 0#DsB’C with lB’l<co and ICJ<oo. 
Also let 0 c E c Y with I E 1 < co. Given B’, C, D, E, define an equivalence 
u[(B’, C, D, E) on X as follows: 
x, a,(B’, C, D, E)x,if and only if for each y E Y, 
either (i) x, y, x2 y E D 
or (ii) x, y, x, y E Xr\D and x, y = x2 y E Xy\B’C for all y E y\E. 
Obviously o,(B’, C, D, E) sp,(D). One can define or(B, C’, D, E) in case 
lXyl= 03. 
THEOREM 3.11. Assume /XI = co and lxYI = co for all x E X. A system 
.P: X x Y+ F is a-recognizable if and only if there are nonempty finite 
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subsets B, B’, C, D and a finite subset E with B G B’ c X, C c Y, D G B’C 
and E c Y such that 
(1) every singleton of XY is recognizable for F, 
(2) B is a p,(D)-basis of ,F, 
(3) P,(D) = a,@‘, C, D, E). 
Proof. Necessity. Since (1) obviously holds, any finite nonempty subset 
D of XY is recognizable; hence there exists a finite p,(D)-basis B of .F, 
B # 0. For D and B, we can choose a finite nonempty subset C c Y and a 
finite subset B’ with B G B’ c X such that 
(i) if b,,b,EB, b,#b,, then 6, c s(D) b,c for some c E C by 
(3.10-), 
(ii) D G B’C. 
To prove necessity it is sufficient to show that if for such B’, C, D, (3) 
does not hold for any finite subset E c Y, then a contradiction is derived. 
First let B,, Bi, C,, D, denote, respectively, the B, B’, C, D mentioned 
above. By assumption p,(D,) # a,(B;, C, , D, , E) for any finite subset E c Y. 
There are b, E B, and 6; E x\Bi such that b, p,(D,) bi but 6, and bj are not 
a,(B;, C,, D,, E)-related. Since IxYl = co for all x E X, there is y, E Y\E 
such that 
Let D, = D, U (b; yi}. Then, first, we see b; p,(D,) b for all b E B,. Let B, 
be a p,(D,)-basis containing bi and B,. For D, and B, choose finite subsets 
C, and B; such that 
and they satisfy condition (i). By definition B, c B,, D, c D,. If b,, b, E B, 
and b, # 6, then b, p/(D,) b, as well as b,p,(D,) b, since b; y, 6! B,C,. By 
induction, from finite subsets B;, C,, D, and p,(D,)-basis B, satisfying 
B,sB;cX, B,_,cB,, EL-,sBB:,, C,-,cC,cY, Dn-,cD,, 
D, E BAC,, and from assumption p,(D,) # o,(BL, C,, D,, E) for all finite 
subsets E c Y, we get finite subsets B,, , , C, + 1, D, + , and p,(D, + ,)-basis 
B n+l such that B,,+,sBA+,cX, B,cB,+,, B:,cB:,+,, C,CIC,+,CY, 
D n+l =Dnu P:,ynl~ Dn+, ~Bk+,c:,+, and such that KY, @ 
(B~U{b~})C,, b,y,,&D, and b,y,#b;y, for some b,EB,, b;EX’/B;; 
hence if b,p,(D,) 6, in B,, then b, pr(D,+ ,) b, in Bntl. Thus we have 
sequences 
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where B, is a p,(D,)-basis (n = 1, 2 ,... ). Let B= U:=, B,, D= Uz=& By 
the above remark we can see that if d, , d, E B and d, # d,, then d,p,(D) d, ; 
that is, D is not recognizable for y because 1 PI = co. This contradicts the 
assumption, so necessity has been proved. 
Suflciency. Divide .~7: XX Y -+ F into two subsystems SK : 
XX(CUE)+F and ;72: X x H - F, where H = Y\(C U E). Since 
/CUE1 < co, .q is a-recognizable by (2.9). Let A be any subset of XH. By 
(2) and (3), for every x E X there is bi E B such that xy = biy for all y E H. 
Considering p,(A)-classes for L7Z we have xp,(A) bi. Therefore IXIp,(A)I < co 
since /B / < co. By Proposition 3.1, ,?- is a-recognizable. 
THEOREM 3.12. Assume .7: Xx Y-, F satisfies 1X1= 00 and lxYI = co 
for all x E X. .F is a-recognizable if and only ifC9- is the union of JZI and 
.7*, where.~:XxY,+Fand.&:XxY, -+ F, Y, u Y2 = Y, Y, n Yz # 0 
such that (1) 1 Y, 1 < CO, (2) ST2 = (jr!, ,Fl,r (m < CO), sFz72.i: Xi X Y, + F, 
X = U y=, Xi, Xi r‘l Xi = 0 (i # j) and each <;Tz.; satisfies 
xy = v,;(y) for all x E Xi, y E Yz 
for some vi : Y, + F. 
Proof. Necessity. With the same notation C, E, B’, D as in 
Theorem 3.11, let Y, = CUE and Y, = Y\Y,. Then I Y, / < co and also 
1 B’ / < co. In Section 2, eL was defined. Now we consider e,, for the system 
B’ x Y2 + F. Let X = lJy= I Xi be the finite partition of X which is deter- 
mined by eL U (p,(D) I (X\B’)). N ecessity is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 3.11. 
Sufficiency. Since 1 Y, I < co, .< is a-recognizable by (2.9). Each ~i”;.i is 
a-recognizable because iXJpt(A)I = 1 for all subsets A of Xi YZ. By 
proposition 3.1, .F is a-recognizable. 
Theorem 3.13. Assume lxYl= 00 for all xEX. Then .7: XX Y+ F is 
a-recognizable tf and only if 
(1) FYI < f co or almsot ally E Y (that is, for ally E Y except ajnite 
number of elements) and 
(2) the set (7~,( y): y E Y) is j%ite. 
Proof: Necessity. We can assume 1x1 = co since IX/ < co implies that ,F 
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is a-recognizable by (2.9) and both (1) and (2) hold. From Theorem 3.12 it 
follows that [Xyl < m for all y E Y,, where m is given in Theorem 3.12. Let 
M(s) denote the number of partitions of a set of s elements. Let 1 Y, I= k. 
From the fact proved in Theorem 3.12, we have 
I{QY): Y E Yll <M(m) + k. 
Suffickncy. Assume lXy[ < co for all y E Y,; let Y, = Y\Y, with 
IY,/ < 00. By (2.9), XX Y, + F is a-recognizable. By Lemma 3.7, 
X x Yz -+ F is a-recognizable. Hence .F is a-recognizable by Proposition 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.14. Assume j7: X x Y + F satisfies I Xy 1 ( CO for ally E Y. 
Then .F is a-recognizable if and only if the set {n,(y): y E Y} is finite; 
equivalently, .F is e,-finite. 
Pro05 Let R =& U.F2, where yi : X, x Y -+ F satisfies IxYl < co for 
all x E X, and F* : X, x Y -+ F satisfies IxYJ = co for all x E X,. Of course 
JX, y 1 < co and IX, y ( < co for all y E Y. Now ,F is a-recognizable if and 
only if c;7 and SFz are a-recognizable. By Theorem 3.10 the a-recognizability 
of ,q implies that the set (n!(y) I X, : y E Y} for <;T is finite. On the other 
hand, finiteness of (n,(y) / X, : y E Y} for xz follows from Theorem 3.13. 
Then finiteness of { rcI( y): YE Y} for ,;T immediately follows from finiteness 
of the two sets. The converse is obtained by Lemma 3.7. 
Immediately we have 
COROLLARY 3.15. If .F is a-recognizable and if \Xy 1 < co for all y E Y 
then {I Xy I: y E Y} is bounded. 
However, the converse of Corollary 3.15 is not true in general, that is, 
even if I Xy I < co for all y E Y and (( Xy I: y E Y} is bounded, jr need not be 
a-recognizable. For example, define X x X+ Z, by x2 = 1 for all x E X, 
xy = 2 if x f y. 
DESCENDING CHAIN CONDITION. Let A be a family of sets. We say that 
A satisfies the descending chain condition (DCC) if Ai E A (i = 1,2,...) and 
every descending sequence A, 2 A, EJ . . . 1 Ai 3 . . . terminates at finite 
terms. Let /A and [B be two families of sets. A U [B denotes the set union of A 
and [B, while A * IB denotes the family of all sets of the form A U B for 
A E A and B E IB. If A, IB and C are families of sets, then 
(A*rB)*C=A*([B*G), 
A*lB=[B*A, 
(kiu5)*c=(A*c)u(5*c). 
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LEMMA 3.16. (3.16.0) If lT3 G A and if A satisfies the descending chain 
condition then iB does. 
(3.16.1) If (Al < CD for all A E A, then A satisfies the descending 
chain condition. 
(3.16.2) If IA / < CO, then A satisfies the descending chain condition. 
(3.16.3) If A and [B satisfy the descending chain condition, then 
A v E3 satisfies the descending chain condition. 
(3.16.4) If IAl<a, and /[BI<co then IA*IBl<cr,; hence /AriB 
satisJies the descending chain condition. 
(3.16.5) If A * Cc and IB * C satisfy the descending chain condition 
then (/A U LB) * C satisj?es the descending chain condition. 
(3.16.6) Iflk+ < 00 and IBI <co for all BE IB then A* IR satisJes 
the descending chain condition. 
Proof of (3.16.6). Let G = A * PI and suppose 
(1) c,I>c,z... ICiI... 
is an infinite sequence of Ci E C (i = 1, 2,...), where Ci = Ai U B,, Ai E A, 
Bi E IB (i = 1,2,...). Since /A I < co there is an infinite subsequence 
(2) ci, 3 ci*3 **. 3 cim3 *.. 
such that Ail=Ai2=...=Aim=... (let Ai, = A,,). Let Bf, = Bi,\(Bi, n A”) 
(m = 1, 2 ,... ). Then Cim = A, U Bt = A, U Bim implies BL G Bim (m = 1, 2 ,...) 
and 
(3) B;, xB(~I . . . I> B;,,I> . . . 
but since IBI,I < co, (3) cannot be infinite; then (2), hence (l), cannot be 
infinite. 
THEOREM 3.17. If jT: X x Y -+ F is a-recognizable then the families 
{xY: x E X} and {Xy: y E Y} satisfy the descending chain condition. 
Proof. Case 1. 1 Xy 1 < co for all y E Y. Since jr is e,--finite by 
Theorem 3.14, I{xY: x E X)1 < co, hence it satisfies the descending chain 
condition by (3.16.2). By (3.16.1), {Xy: y E Y} satisfies the descending chain 
condition. 
Case 2. IxYl = 03 for all x E X. By Theorem 3.13, there is a subset Y, 
of Y such that [Xyl < 03 for all y E Y, and [Xy I= co for all y E Yz, where 
Yz = Y\Y, and I Y2 I < co. Applying Theorem 3.14 to the system X X Y, + F 
we have I(xY, : x E X)1 < co. Since I Y,l < co, IxY21 < co for all x E X. Now 
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xY=xY, UXY,. By (3.16.6) and (3.16.0) (xY: xEX} satisfies the 
descending chain condition. Next {Xy: y E Y,} satisfies the descending chain 
condition by (3.16.1) while (Xy: yE YZ} does by (3.16.2). Therefore (Xy: 
y E Y} satisfies the descending chain condition by (3.16.3). 
Case 3. General case. By Theorem 3.13 we can assume Y, = ( y E Y: 
IXyl < co) f0. As stated in Case 1, I{xY, : x EX)I < co by Theorem 3.14. 
Let YZ = r\Y, . Then [Xy 1 = co for all y E Y, ; and by Theorem 3.14, there is 
a subset X, of X such that IxY,l < 00 for all x E X,, and I(xY, : x E X,)1 < 
/X,/ < 00, X, =X\Xr . Now {xY, : x E X) * (xYZ: x E X,} satisfies the 
descending chain condition by (3.16.6); {xY, : x E X) * (xY, : x E X,} does 
by (3.16.4). On the other hand, (xY: x E X} s {xY, : x E X) * (xY,: x E X) 
= (xY,: xEX} * ((xY,: xEX,} U {xY,: xEX,)). By (3.165) and 
(3.16.0), (xY: x E X} satisfies the descending chain condition. (Xy: y E Y, ) 
satisfies the descending chain condition by Case 1; (Xy: y E Yz) does by 
Case 2. By (3.16.3), (Xy: y E Y) satisfies the descending chain condition. 
DEFINITION. A system 9-7: X x Y + F is called 
left finite if(Xyl < co forall yE Yandj(?l,(y): yE Y)\ < co, 
right finite iflxYl < co forallxEXand/(rc,(x):xEX)I < co, 
two-sided finite if it is left and right finite, 
left infinite ifIXyI=coforallyE Y, 
right intinte ifIxYl=ooforallxEX. 
By using Corollary 3.2, Proposition 3.5, and Theorem 3.14, we have 
(3.18 -) Left (right) finiteness is preserved by subsystems and 
homomorphic images. 
Assume .F: X x Y + F is a-recognizable. Let L, = (x E X: IxYl < 03 }, 
R, = (y E Y: [Xyl < a}. By Theorem 3.13 at least one of L, and R, is not 
empty, and there are subsets L, and L, of X, R, and R, of Y such that 
(1) X=L,,UL,UL,, Y=R,UR,UR,. 
(2) X X R, -+ F and (L, U L2) x (R, U R,) + F are left finite. 
(3) LOX Y-+F and (LoUL,)x(R,UR,)+F are right finite. 
(4) lb < a,lR,I < ~0. 
(5) L, or R, (i = 0, 1, 2) may be empty, but not both L, and R,. 
Accordingly L, x R, - F, L, x R, + F and L, x R, -+ F are two sided finite. 
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By Proposition 3.1, Theorems 3.13 and 3.14, and the remarks above, 
THEOREM 3.18. A system .i7: X x Y + F is u-recognizable if and only if 
.F is a disjoint union of aJnite number of left or right finite systems. 
Note that “disjoint union” is not unique for .I”. 
We classify all possible cases and exhibit examples of semigroups in each 
case. 
Case I. L,=X,R,=Y. 
Case II. L,=@,R,=Y. 
II’. L,=X,R,=0. 
Case III. L,=X,D#R”cY. 
III’. D#L,,cX,R,= Y. 
Case IV. L,=0,0#R,c Y. 
IV’. 0#L,cX,R,,=0. 
Case V. 0#L,cX,0#R,cY. 
EXAMPLES 3.19.1. All semigroups below are assumed to be infinite; that 
is, S and U are infinite. 
Case I. (1) An infinite null semigroup. 
(2) an infinite inflation of a finite semigroup. 
Case II. (1) An infinite left zero semigroup. 
(2) T = S u {p}, where S is a right zero semigroup and xp = a for all 
x E S, a fixed a E S, px =x for all x E S, and p* = p. 
Case III. T = S U (p), where S is a null semigroup with zero 0, px = 0 
for all x E S; xp =x for all x E S; and p* = p. 
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Case IV. T is a right zero semigroup S with identity adjoined. 
Case V. (1) T=SU {e}, h w ere S is an inflation of a finite semigroup, 
and e is the identity. 
(2) T = S U UU {q}, where S and U are null semigroups, S n U = 0; 
S U U is the ideal extension of S by U’ by means of identity translations; 
and q is the identity of T. 
EXAMPLE 3.19.2. An a-recognizable binary system <F: X x Y + F. Let 
X=Y={a,: x=1,2 ,... }U(b,,b,}U(c,: y=1,2 ,... ), F=(l,2,3 ,... }. A 
commutative .i7 is defined as follows: 
a,ay = 1, x=y=l, 
= 2, x+y<4, andx=2ory=2, 
= 3, x+yiseven,andx>3ory>3, 
= 4, x+yisodd,andx>3ory>3, 
axb, =x, a,b,=x+ 1, a,c, =x, for all x, y; 
b,b,=b,b,= 1, b, 6, = 2, b,c,=y, bzcv= y+ 1, for all y; 
c,c, = 1 ifx+ yiseven 
=2 if x + y is odd. 
Let D= (1, 2, 3,4, 5},B= (a,, a,, as, b,, b,, c,, c5, cc}. Then B is ap,(D)- 
basis. (See tables I and II.) 
This section ends with an application of Theorems 3.13, 3.14 to finiteness 
of special cases of groupoids. For simplicity a groupoid G x G -+ G is 
denoted by G. 
A groupoid G is called commutative idempotent if xy = yx and x2 =x for 
all x, y E G. A groupoid G is called left [right] divisible if Ga = G [aG = G] 
for all a E G. If G is left and right divisible, G is called two-sided divisible. 
(3.20) If a commutative idempotent groupoid G is a-recognizable then G 
is finite. 
Proof. Let G,= {xEG: IGxl < co}. First we show IG,/ < co. Suppose 
[GoI = co. Then the system G x G, -+ G is e,-finite by Theorem 3.14, and 
there are infinitely many elements a, b,... of G, which are e,-equivalent, that 
is, a # b but ay = by for all y E G,. In particular, let y = a or y = b; then we 
have a = b, a contradiction. Hence 1 G, 1 < co. Suppose / G 1 = co. Then 
I G\G,,I = co and we see that the system (G\G,) x (G\G,) -+ G is left and 
right infinite. This contradicts Theorem 3.13. 
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a, a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a,... b, b, Cl c2 c3 c4 c5 cg c,... 
al 1 2 3 4 3 4 ,.. 1 2 I 1 1 1 1 1 ” 
a2 2 2 4 3 4 3 .., 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 
a3 3 4 3 4 3 4 ..’ 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 ” 
a4 4 3 4 3 4 3 ... 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 ” 
a5 3 4 3 4 3 4 “. 5 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 .’ 
ah 4 3 4 3 4 3 6 1 6 6 6 6 6 6 .’ 
a7 : ‘, 
. . . : . 
: ; 
. 
b, 1 2 3 4 5 6 . . 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 
b, 2 3 4 5 6 1 . . 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 . . . 
Cl 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 ... 
cz 1 2 3 4 5 6 2 3 2 1 2 1 2 1 ... 
C3 1 2 3 4 5 6 . 3 4 1 2 1 2 1 2 ... 
C4 1 2 3 4 5 6 . 4 5 2 1 2 1 2 1 ... 
C5 1 2 3 4 5 6 . 5 6 1 2 1 2 1 2 ... 
C6 1 2 3 4 5 6 . . . 6 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 . 
Cl : . ; ; i : ‘, : ‘, . . : . . 
(3.21) If a two-sided divisible groupoid G is a-recognizable then it is 
finite. 
Proof. Suppose not. Then G is left and right infinite, contradicting 
Theorem 3.13. 
A left [right] ideal I of a groupoid G is defined to be a subset I of G 
satisfying GZ c Z [ZG E: I]. A groupoid G is called left [right] simple if there 
is no left [right] ideal of G except G itself. If G is left and right simple then 
G is called two-sided simple. A left [right] divisible groupoid is left [right] 
simple but the converse is not true in general, even if it is finite, as the 
following example shows: 
a b c 
a a b b 
b b c b 
c b b a 
But the two concepts are equivalent in semigroups. Since groups are 
disjunctive as well as two-sided divisible, the statement that a-recognizable 
groups are finite also follows from (3.21). However, as Example 2.11 shows, 
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TABLE11 
Rewriting of Table I to make p,(D)-basis clearer 
a, a5 a6 b, b2 cl c5 c, a, a, a4 a, a8 ... c2 c, cJ c, c, ... 
a, 1 3412111 2 3 4 3 4 .,. 1 1 1 I 1 
a5 3 3 4 5 6 5 5 5 4 3 4 3 4 ,., 5 5 5 5 5 .,. 
a6 4 4 3 6 7 6 6 6 3 4 3 4 3 6 6 6 6 6 
b, 1 5612156 2 3 4 7 8 2 3 4 7 8 
b, 2 6 7 2 I 2 6 1 3 4 5 8 9 3 4 5 8 9 
Cl 1 5612112 2 3 4 7 8 2 I 2 1 2 
c5 1 5656112 2 3 4 7 8 2 I 2 1 2 
C6 1 5667221 2 3 4 7 8 I 2 I 2 l 
a, 2 4 3 2 3 2 2 2 2 4 3 4 3 ... 2 2 2 2 2 
a3 3 3 4 3 4 3 3 3 4 3 4 3 4 .,. 3 3 3 3 3 
a, 4 4 3 4 5 4 4 4 3 4 3 4 3 “’ 4 4 4 4 4 
al 3 3 4 7 8 7 7 7 4 3 4 3 4 ,., 7 7 7 7 7 
: . . ; : : : : : : : ; : : : : : : . . . . . . ; ; 
c2 I 5623221 2 3 4 7 8 I 2 I 2 I .., 
c3 I 5634112 2 3 4 7 8 ... 2 1 2 1 2 
C4 1 5645221 2 3 4 7 8 . I 2 I 2 I ... 
Cl 1 5678112 2 3 4 7 8 2 1 2 1 2 ... 
cn 1 5689221 2 3 4 7 8 1 2 I 2 I 
: i:::::: i : : : : : : . ; i i ; 
disjunctiveness does not necessarily imply two-sided divisibility. Moreover 
two-sided divisibility does not imply disjunctiveness in general, while finite 
two-sided divisible groupoids are necessarily quasi-groups, hence disjunctive. 
4. COMPOSITIONS OF SYSTEMS 
In this section we apply the results in the preceding section to direct 
product and ideal extensions. 
Direct Products 
Let .q: Xi x Yj + Fj (i = 1,2) be systems. The direct product X~F x .Fz of 
7 and <;“z is a function 
(x, XX,) x (Y, x Yz)+F, XF, 
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defined by 
5 x &(@I 3 x*), (Yl7 Y2)) = (5(x, 3 Y,>,jrz(X*, Y2)>, 
XiEXi, yiE Yi, i= 1,2, 
simply denoted by (xl, x2)(ylf y2) = (xl Y, , x2y2). 
.Fi x & is isomorphic to ,FZ X CT under f: X, X X, -+ X, X X, , 
g: Y, x YZ+ YZ X Y,, h: F, xF,pP, xF, defined by 
f(X,?X,) = (x*,x,)r &Y,, Y2) = (Yz, VI)? h(n,n*) = (n2, nl)- 
Union of subsystems was defined in Section 3. 
As seen in [8] the direct product of a-recognizable systems is not a- 
recognizable in general. The following Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 are 
straightforward. 
LEMMA 4.1. ZflX,y,I=m andIx,Y,I=coforsomey,EY,,x,EX, 
then 
IV, x XXV,, ~11 =co for each fixed Y E Y2, 
and 
I(X~%>(YI x Y*I = CO f or each fixed x E X, , respectively. 
Also we have the dual statement. 
In Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 below, the cardinality mi, ni are not necessarily 
finite. We describe only the “left” case but the “right” case is similar. 
LEMMA 4.2. Zf lX,y,l = m, (i = 1,2) then 1(X, x X,)( y,, y,)l = m, m,. 
LEMMA 4.3. Zf l{z,(y): y E Yi}I = ni (i = 1, 2) then 
I{d(J4z)): (Y,Z)E y, x YZII =nln,. 
Proof. Define an equivalence -i on Yi by 
yi -i yf if and only if n,(y,) = rr,(yj) (i = 1,2), 
481/16/I-5 
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that is, x, u E Xi, xyi = uyi implies xyj = uyl and conversely. Also, define - 
on Y, x Y2 by 
(Y, , y2) - (YI, Y;) if and only if MY1 y ~~1) = d(yi T ~9). 
It is sufficient to show 
Yl -, Y; andyl-2~~ifandonlyif(~l,y2)- (Y~,YS). 
Necessity is easily obtained. To show sufficiency, assume (y, , y2) - (yi , y;), 
but suppose y, 7L, y;. There is a pair xl, U, of elements of Xl such that 
XlYl = UlYl but Xl Yl # u, YI. 
Let x2 be any element of X, and y, be any element of Y,. By assumption, 
(xl, x,)(Y,, y2) = (u,, x2)(yly y2) implies (xl T x,)(Yl T Yi) = h T x,)(Yl 1 .d), 
hence xl y; = U, y;, contradicting the hypotheses. Therefore y, -] y;. 
Similarly y, w2 y;. The dual case is proved in the similar way. 
By Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 and Theorem 3.14 we have 
LEMMA 4.4. The direct product 5 X y2 of two left [right] finite systems 
.T and ;“; is left [right] finite, hence a-recognizable. 
DEFINITION 4.5. Let.&:X,xY,-,F,and.F2:X2xY2-+Fz.Apairof 
,T and cFZ is said to be balanced if neither (B.l) nor (B.2) holds: 
(B.l) IX,y,I= co for some y, E Y, and IxZY21= co for some 
x2 EX,. 
(B4 /Xl Yl I = co for some xi E X, and /X2 y, I= co for some 
Y, E y2. 
THEOREM 4.6. 5 x .F2 is a-recognizable if and only if both Cc and <;Tz 
are a-recognizable and they are balanced. 
Proof: Necessity. 5 x x2 is homomorphic to 6 (i = 1, 2) under 
(f;.,gi,hi), where jJ: XiXXi+Xi, gi: YiXYi-+Yi, hi: F,XF,+Fi 
(i = 1, 2); these are projections. By Proposition 3.5, if 5 Xx2 is a- 
recognizable then 5 and F2 are a-recognizable. Next we want to prove that 
5 and r2 are balanced. Suppose condition (B.l) holds for some y, E Y,, 
x2 E X2. Without loss of generality we can assume 1 X, 1 = co and 1 Y, I = co. 
By Corollary 3.2 the subsystem 6: (Xl x {x2}) x (Y, X Y2)-+ F, X F, of 
~5 x x2 is a-recognizable. But, by Lemma 4.1, 
I@, x2)(Y, x Y,)I = l(xY, , x2 Y,)l = 0~) for each (x, x2) E X, x {x2 1, 
Wl x {x2I)(Yl~Y)l=l(xlYl? x,y)(=coforeach(y,,y)E Y, x Y,, 
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where IX, x Ix*ll= a and 1 Y, x Y, / = co. This contradicts GL- 
recognizability of .Tj by Theorem 3.13. Therefore condition (B.l) does not 
hold. Similarly we can show that (B.2) does not hold. Consequently .q and 
,FZ are balanced. 
Sufficiency. By assumption 
(i) ]X,y] < co for all yE Y, or ]xY,] < co for all xEX,, and 
(ii) ]xY,j < cc for all xEX, or ]X,y] < co for all yE Y,. 
Since each 6 is a-recognizable, if ]X, y ] < co for all y E Y, then (n,(y): 
y E Y,} is finite by Theorem 3.14. The similar results hold for the other 
cases. Hence we have all possible cases up to symmetry as follows: 
Case 1 
Case 2 
Case 3 
Case 4 
left finite left finite 
right finite right finite 
left finite left finite 
right finite not right finite 
left finite not left finite 
right finite not right finite 
left finite left finite 
not right finite not right finite 
In cases 1, 2, 4, ,T x <FZ is a-recognizable by Lemma 4.4. We need only 
treat case 3. By Theorem 3.18, FZ = lJf= I Fy), where each r:i’ is either 
left or right finite. On the other hand, 5 X ;3; = U:= i (ST; X Fy’), and 
-q x.Fy) is a-recognizable, hence <;T1 x %;T is a-recognizable by 
Proposition 3.1. This completes the proof. 
The direct product ,;T; x.F* was defined at the beginning of this section, 
but F, x ... x ,Fn can be similarly defined, 
COROLLARY 4.7. tF, x ... x .;“, is a-recognizable if and only if each ~5 
is a-recognizable and any two <e and 3 (i # j) are balanced. 
Proof is left for the reader. 
The following is an extended form of Theorem 2.14 of [S]. 
COROLLARY 4.8. Let <F: Xi x Xi-+ Xi (i = 1,2) be groupoids. Assume 
~;T1 has a right [left] identity and .;T2 has a left [right] identity. ;7 x F2 is a- 
recognizable if and only if,% and <F2 are a-recognizable and IX, 1 < co or 
IX*1 < *. 
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The homomorphism ,q x s3; +& (i = 1,2) defined at the beginning of 
the proof of Theorem 4.6 is called the projection of ;T1 x ;T2 to L<, denoted 
by .9$ A subdirect product S of ,q and & is a subsystem of .% X& 
satisfying .8(S) = & (i = 1,2). 
COROLLARY 4.9. If ,;TI and ,F2 are a-recognizable and balanced, then 
any subdirect product of %;tl and %F2 is a-recognizable. 
PROBLEM 1. Find a necessary and sufficient condition for a subdirect 
product of 5 and .& to be a-recognizable. 
From now on we will treat only groupoids or semigroups. Let X: 
G x G + G be a groupoid. A subsystem 3: I x Z -+ Z is called an ideal of .Y- 
if ZC G, IG s Z and GIG 1. In the natural sense, the Rees-factor groupoid 
F/J’ of jr modulo 3 is defined, and F is homomorphic to F/5?‘. When 
we let H = G\Z, Ho = H U {0}, jr/J’ is a system Ho X Ho + Ho. Let 
,S?” =9-/5’. Y is called an ideal extension of 3 by z”. 
Let A = {(a, b): R”(a, b) = 0 in X/.7, equivalently .F(a, b) E I}. An 
ideal extension .F of ,Y’ by z” is determined by the systems 
Y:HxI+Z, .R:Ix H-1, @:A-+I. 
The following is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.18. 
THEOREM 4.10. Let .F be an ideal extension of 3’ by R”. Then F is a- 
recognizable if and only if3’, SF’, SF’, .W and C7 are a-recognizable. 
Note. In Theorem 4.10. @ is a finite union of a-recognizable subsystems 
and X0 satisfies z”(O, b) =SF?@‘(a, 0) = 0 for all a, b E H. If 3: 
H x H -+ H is a groupoid, an ideal extension .P- of *Y: I x I+ I by X0 is 
called a semilattice composition of 3 and X with ,Y as ideal. Assume .Y 
and 2 are a-recognizable. Then F is a-recognizable if and only if 9 and 
.W are a-recognizable. 
Following [7], an ideal extension ,F of 3 by 2’ is called strict if for 
every a E H there is x E I such that 
ya= yx, ay=xy for all y E I. 
(4.11) A strict ideal extension F of a-recognizable 3’ by a-recognizable 
R” is a-recognizable if and only if cpl is a-recognizable. 
COROLLARY 4.12. Let 55’: G x G --t G be a finite group, R”: 
Ho x Ho + Ho an a-recognizable semigroup with zero 0. Then every ideal 
extension .F of F by 3” is a-recognizable. 
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Proof. .sT is necessarily strict. We need show only that a is a- 
recognizable. For each a E H define 
C, = {b E H: ZO(b, a) = 0). 
C, may be empty for some a. Since X0 is a-recognizable, the set {C, : 
a E H} is finite. Accordingly the set A = ((b, a): R”(b, a) = 0) is the finite 
union of blocks, 
A = ~ (Ci X Bi), 
i=l 
where Ci = C, for all a E Bi ; if i # j then Bi f7 Bj = 0, but Ci need not be 
disjoint from Cj. To show that 6!! is a-recognizable, it is sufftcient to show 
that fli: Ci x Bi-l G is a-recognizable. Let b E Bi, c E Ci. The ideal 
extension ,9- is determined by a partial homomorphism of R: H x H + H 
into .Y. Assume f: H + .Y induces a partial homomorphism. Then Ui: 
ci x Bi --t G is given by fli(c, b) = f(c) f(b). Let f(Bi) = gi c G, f(C,) = 
Ci c G. The a-recognizability of 6Yi follows from the a-recognizability of the 
subsystem of .?Y, ai: ci x B,-+ G. (See Proposition 3Sa.) 
As a special case of (4.11) we have 
(4.13) An inflation of an a-recognizable groupoid is a-recognizable. 
Definition of inflations of groupoids is the same as that of semigroups 121. 
Finally in this section we consider a-recognizable semilattice composition 
of semigroups. 
Let S be a semigroup and let 
be a semilattice decomposition of S. We assume r is a lower semilattice, 
namely, y1 < yZ if and only if y1y2 = yr. 
THEOREM 4.14. S is a-recognizable if and only if r is finite and, for 
each y, , yZ E I-, the composition S,, v .S,> V S,, y2 is a-recognizable. 
Proof. Necessity is obvious. Sufficiency is proved by induction on 
n = irl. Let y. be a maximal element of K Let r. = T\{y,}. r. is an ideal of 
r and jr01 = n - 1. Let To = UycrO S,. Then S = T,U S,. By induction 
hypotheses, T, is a-recognizable. For any y < yo, it follows from the 
assumptton that S, x S, * sYYll is a-recognizable, hence To X S,+ To is a- 
recognizable. Similarly SYO x To + r, is a-recognizable. We conclude that S 
is a-recognizable. 
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Since Z is finite, S can be constructed by repeating chain compositions of 
two semigroups. Accordingly we have 
THEOREM 4.14’. S is a-recognizable if and only if a chain composition 
at each step of construction is a-recognizable, 
The theorem holds for any semilattice decomposition. In particular, if the 
decomposition is greatest, each S, is an a-recognizable semilattice- 
indecomposable (Findecomposable) [ 7, 111. 
5. a-RECOGNIZABLE SEMIGROUPS 
In this section we study the structure of a-recognizable semigroups. Let S 
be an infinite semigroup. 
LEMMA 5.1. LetR,={aES: [Sal-coo} andL,=(aES:~aS~<w}. 
Then R, and L, are ideals of S. 
Proof. If a E R, and xE S, it is easy to see ISxaJ < ISaJ < co, hence 
xa E R,. Since ISal < 00, we have ISax < ISal < co, hence axE R,. Thus 
R, is an ideal of S. Similarly L, is an ideal of S. 
If S is a-recognizable, at least one of R, and L, is not empty by 
Theorem 3.13. If both R, # 0 and L, # 0 then R, n L, # 0. Our purpose is 
to prove that an a-recognizable semigroup S contains a [O-l minimal ideal 
I,, equivalently S satisfies the descending chain condition on ideals. By a 
[O]-minimal ideal I, of S we mean a nonempty ideal I, of S such that 
I I, I # 1, I,, G S and if Z is a nonempty ideal of S with 111 # 1 and Z c I, then 
Z = I,. In case S has no zero a minimal ideal is a synonym to the least ideal. 
LEMMA 5.2. Zf a semigroup S is a-recognizable, then the farnib (SaS: 
a E S} satisj?es the descending chain condition. 
Proof We assume R, # 0. Let S\R, = R, . By definition, S X R, + R, is 
left finite; S x R, -+ S is left infinite. By Theorem 3.13 there is a subset S, of 
S such that S, x R, + S is right finite and S, X R, + S is right infinite, 
where S, = S\S, and IS, ] < co. Immediately we have 
{SaS: a E S} c {SaS: a E R,} U {SaS: a E R,} 
c({SaR,:aER,}* {SaR,:aER,})U{SaS:aER,} 
,:aER,}* 
I 
U xR,:aER, 
xesans” i 
* 
I 
U xR,:aER, 
I) 
U (SaS: a E R,}. 
x=sons, 
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Since \(xR,,:xES}I < co, I{SaR,: aER,}I < co. By Corollary 3.15, ISal is 
bounded for u E R,, and \xR, ( < co for x E S,. This implies 
U XR, < co for all a E R,. 
xcsanso 
On the other hand, from l(xR ,:xES,}(<1S,(<cc itfollowsthat 
i .EiA,, 
xR,:aER, <co. 
ii 
Finally, for a E R,, SaS=SaR,US,aR,US,aR,, and we can show’ 
I(SaR,: a E R,}] < 00, I(S,aR,: aER,}l<oo and {S,aR,: aER,} 
satisfies the descending chain condition. By Lemma 3.16 we conclude the 
lemma. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let S be an a-recognizable semigroup. If S has no zero, 
S has a minimal ideal. If S has zero, then, for any nonzero ideal I of S there 
is a O-minimal ideal of S contained in I. 
ProoJ Let P(a) denote the principal ideal of S generated by u # 0. The 
statement to be proved is equivalent to the following: The family {P(a): 
a E S, a # 0) of nonzero principal ideals satisfies the descending chain con- 
dition. 
Consider a sequence 
(1) P(a1)3P(a,)1... XP(a,)r>... . 
There are three possible relations between P(ai) and P(a,+ ,) with P(a,) 2 
P(ai+ 1): 
if xiai = a,, , for some xi E S, we say P(a,) and P(a,+ ,) 
are in the first kind relation, 
If a, yi = a,, 1 for some yi E S, P(a,) and P(a,+ ,) 
are in the second kind relation, 
if x,a,y, = a,, 1 for some xi, yi E S, P(ai) and P(a,+ ,) 
are in the third kind relation. 
’ Supplement to the last part of proof of Lemma 5.2. 
Since l(xR,: xE S)l < co, I(SaR,: a E R,)l < co. Since /(S,a: a E RI}1 < co, I(S,,aR, : 
aER,)I< 03. Also l(xR,: xES,)(< co implies I(tJxEslans,xRI: aER,}I< 00. Since 
lS,anS,I < co for each aER,> IUsEslons,,XR~/ < co. From S,aR, = 
U ~.ES,~S,~RIUUXES,ons~xRI, we have (S,aR,: aER,JG ~Uxc.~,on~lxR,: aER,t * 
iU.XS,OSO xR , : a E R, ). By (3.16.6) and (3.16.0), (S, aR I : a E RI } satisfies the descending 
chain condition. 
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We can choose a subsequence of (l), 
C2) ‘Cai,> XI P(ail+ 1 ) ~ P(Ui,) ~ P(Ui,+ 1) ~ “’ ~ P(Ui,) 3 P(Ui,+ I) 3 “‘( 
such that for all m = 1, 2,... P(ai,) and P(u,,+ 1) are in the same ith kind 
relation where i is one 1,2, 3. We call a sequence (2) an ith kind sequence. 
Since P(u) = SuS U Su U US U {a), 
p(Ui,)2 SUtmS U SUim ZP(Ui,+,)y m = 1, 2,... for 1st kind sequence, 
p(Ui,)2 SUimSUUimS2 P(Ui,+,), m = 1, 2,... for 2nd kind sequence, 
P(Ui,)2 SUimS 3 P(Ui,+*)> m = 1,2,... for 3rd kind sequence. 
But {Su: a E S} and {US: u E S} satisfy the descending chain condition by 
Theorem 3.17 and {SuS: a E S} satisfies it by Lemma 5.2. Assume (2) is the 
1st kind sequence. There is m, such that 
SUimS u SUim = Su,,+,S u SUim+, = ..- for all m > m,, 
whence we have P(uimO+ ,) = P(uimutl) = P(utmO+,+ ) = .a. ; therefore P(u,~) = 
P(uj+,)= ... for all j > i,O -I 1. Correspondmg results are obtained for 2nd 
sequences or 3rd sequences. The proof is completed. 
COROLLARY 5.3’. Let S be an u-recognizable semigroup, and let I and J 
be ideals of S with I c J. There is an ideal K of S such that I c K s J and K 
covers I, that is, there is no ideal K’ of S such that I c K’ c K. 
Before discussing maximal chains in the lattice of ideals, we give some 
general results on [O-j minimal ideals and completely [O-l simple ideals. 
A minimal ideal is a simple semigroup, and a O-minimal ideal is either a 
O-simple semigroup or a null semigroup [ 3 1. 
FACT 5.4. In (l), (2) below, S is assumed to be a [O-l minimal ideal of a 
semigroup T. 
(1) Ifs is [O-l simple, then TS= ST=S. 
(2) If S is a null semigroup, one of the following holds. 
(i) TS = {0} and uT= S for all a E S\(O). 
(ii) ST= {0} and Tu = S for all a E S\{O}. 
(iii) TS = ST = S, and TUT = S for all a E S\(O). 
If S is a null semigroup of order 2 there is the following possibility in 
addition to (i), (ii), (iii). 
(iv) TS= ST= (0). 
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(3) Assume T/S = V and both S and V are null semigroups. If S is a 
O-minimal ideal, then S is of order 2 and TS = ST = {O}. 
Proof: (3) For each a E T define qa : S + S by xv, = xa and let 
.p(cp,) = Sa and ,X(~D,,) = {x E S: xa = 0). Suppose ] S 1 > 2. By (2), ST = S 
or TS = S; assume ST = S. Since S and V are null semigroups, v)* p, is the 
zero map for all a, b E V* = V\{O}. This implies .a(~)*) c,,Y((v,,) for all 
a,bE V*; then S=ST=U bEY* .%?(~b) E .X (q,), whence .J7 (o,) = S for all 
a E V* so ST= (0). This contradicts ST= S. 
Since a-recognizable semigroups are periodic, a-recognizable [O-] simple 
semigroups are necessarily completely [O-l simple. If S is completely simple, 
S =. H(Z, G, M; P) = {(i, x, j): i E Z, x E G, j E M}, where P = (pji), pii E G, 
(i, x, j)(k, y, r) = (i, xpjk y, I), If S is completely O-simple, S = 
H’(Z, G, M; P) = ((i, x, j): 
pii E Go, and 
i E I, x E G, j E M) U (O}, where P = (p,ii), 
(6 x3 j)(k y, I> = (6 XPjk YT l) if Pjk f 0 
=O if pik = 0, 
O(i,x,j) = (i,x,j)O = 0 0 = 0. 
THEOREM 5.5. S =,M(Z,G,M;P) [S=.kO(I,G,M;P)] is a- 
recognizable if and only f G is finite and at least one of I and M is finite. 
Proof 
Case S =.H(Z, G, M; P). Necessity. By (2.10) or (3.21), G is finite. S is 
homomorphic to the rectangular band I x M, hence I x M is a-recognizable. 
By [8], I or M is finite. 
Sufjciency. Assume ]G] < co and m= iI] < co. Then S= l-l:!“=, Si, 
where Si = ((i, x, j): x E G, j E M}. It is easy to see that Si is isomorphic to 
a right group, namely, the direct product of a group G and a right zero 
semigroup M. Since 1 G I < co, Si is a-recognizable by Corollary 4.8. Hence S 
is a-recognizable by Proposition 3.1. 
Case S =.,zY’(Z, G, M; P). Necessity. Assume S is a-recognizable. 
Obviously G is finite. Suppose both Z and M are infinite. Then we can see 
that the system (S\{O}) X (S\{O}) + S satisfies 
]S . (i, x, j)] = cc and [(i, x, j) . S] = co for all (i, x, j) E S\(O}. 
This contradicts Theorem 3.13. Hence 1 or M is finite. 
Suflciency. Assume G and I are finite. Then IS . (i, x, j)l < 00 for each 
(i, x, j). Now we have 7cl(i,, x,, j,) = z,(i,, x2, j,) if and only if 
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(1) pji, # 0 implies pji2 # 0 and conversely, and 
(2) YPji, = y’pjti, implies’ypjil = y’pjri2 and conversely. 
This leads to an equivalence on I, that is, if we define CJ on I by i, (J i, if and 
only if (1) and (2) hold. Then we have 
Since IG] < co and ]I] < co, we have 1{7c,(i,x,j): (i,x,j)E S}l < co. By 
Theorem 3.14, S is a-recognizable. The proof in case ]M] < oz~ is similar. 
Let T be an ideal extension of a completely [O-l simple semigroup S by a 
semigroup V with 0. For each a E V* = V\{O}, define rp, : S + S and va: 
S + S by xqa = xa and vax = ax, respectively; oQ is a right translation of S 
and v/a is a left translation of S. Every right translation p of S = 
./(I, G, M; P) is determined by mappings g: A4 -+ G and f: M+ M as 
follows (see [7]): 
(i, x, j)rp = (i, x(jg), if>; 
every left translation y of S is determined by r: I-+ G and g: I+ I 
Y(i, x, j) = (qi, (ri>x, j). 
If S =~~“(I, G, M; P), 9 is determined by g: A4 + Go and f: M+ Ma 
satisfying jg = 0 if and only if f = 0; y is determined by r: Z + Go and q: 
I + I0 satisfying ri = 0 if and only if qi = 0. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let T be an ideal extension of S =.,.H’(Z, G, M; P) or 
,&(I, G, M; P). Assume S is a-recognizable. 
If IIl(cx, and IMl=oo then TXS+S is lefttnite and SXS-+S is 
right infinite. 
IfIII=mandIMI<co thenSxT+SisrightJiniteandSXS+Sis 
left infinite. 
Proof. Let ra and qa correspond to v,, where a E T. For a fixed 
(i, x, j) E s, 
T- (i,x,j)={(q,i,(r,i)x,j):aET}U{0}. 
Since ]G] < co by Theorem5.5, we have /T. (i,x,j)l < co. Let aES and 
a # 0, say, a = (i, , x0, j,). Then 
IaS/= I{(iO,xopjOix,j):xE G,jE M}I= 03. 
The dual statement is similarly obtained. 
Consider a sequence {S, : A E T} of ideals S, of a semigroup T, where r 
is a well-ordered set f = { 1,2,...}, that is, A’s are ordinal numbers and if 
4 < 4, s,, c SA2. 
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DEFINITION. A well-ordered sequence {S, : 1 E T} of ideals S, of T is 
called a principal series of T if 
(1) T= U,w s*, 
(2) S, is a [O-l minimal ideal of T and if J, is an isolated ordinal, 
S,/S,-, is a O-minimal ideal of T/S,-, ; if 1 is a limit ordinal, SJJ,,, S, 
is a O-minimal ideal of T/U,,, S,. 
The usual principal series, namely, a principal series with finite terms, will 
be called a finite principal series (see [3]). 
Let .Y be the set of all nonempty ideals of T. 7 is a complete distributive 
lattice [ 11. The greatest element is denoted by 1; the least element is denoted 
by 0. A maximal chain in 7 connecting 0 with 1 is called a maximal 
chain. Corollary 5.3’ says: For any element x and any maximal chain C 
through x, there is y E C such that y covers x. 
We can show any maximal chain C is a well-ordered subset with respect 
to the ordering in 7. Let D be a subset of C. First, since C is maximal and 
the meet X = A XED x is in C we need to show X is in D. As mentioned above, 
let y denote the element in C which covers X. Suppose X is not in D. There 
are two possible cases: y 6? D and y E D. If 2 6 D and y 6! D, then 
Y G ka x =X, contradicting X < y. If X @ D and y E D, then it must hold 
that y < z for all z E D, hence y = AXeox =X, again contradiction. 
Therefore X E D. Every maximal chain connecting C in 7 is nothing but a 
principal series of T. By Theorem 5.3, we have 
PROPOSITION 5.1. If T is an a-recognizable semigroup, T has at least 
one principal series. 
Let {S,l : 2 E r} be a principal series of T. We define the following 
notations: For ,4 E r 
s:=s, if S, has no zero 
= S,\iOl if S, has zero, 
s,* = s,\s, - , if A is isolated 
if A is a limit ordinal, 
hence S,*nS,*=0 iflfp. 
s;=s,,s~=sA/s,-, if k is isolated and > 1 
if A is a limit ordinal > 1. 
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Si is called the principal factor of S,. Also we define 
T, = W,, T, = r\S,, Ti=T u S,, 
\ P<A 
T* = r\{O} ifOE T 
= T otherwise. 
A semigroup D is called nil if D has a zero 0 and some power of every 
element of D is 0. 
THEOREM 5.8. If T is an a-recognizable semigroup, then any principal 
series {S, : A E r} of T contains a finite number of S,‘s whose factors are O- 
simple. 
ProoJ: The proof is divided into two parts: 
(5.8.1) In (S, : ,4 E r} there is a finite number of S,l’s whose factors are 
finite completely O-simple semigroups. 
Let r1 be the set of elements A E r for which the factor S; is finite O- 
simple. Let U= lJAEr, Sx. The notations U, and I.71 are defined for U as T, 
and Ti are defined for T. Since 1 S$I < co, both Ui x S.f + T and 
S,* x Ui + T are two-sided finite for each ,l E r, (Lemma 5.6), whence 
subsystem U x U+ T is a-recognizable and U x U + T is two-sided finite. 
By Theorem 3.10 we have 1 tJ* / < co. But S.f s Si c U*, which implies 
lrll < *. 
Let A, be the maximum of r, and let r’ = (,l E I-: 1 > A 1 ). Then { S,/S,, : 
A > A, } is a principal series of T/S,, . For simplicity of notation, in (5.8.2) 
below, S, denotes S,/S,, and {S, : J. E r’ } is a principal series of T/S,, . 
(5.8.2) In (S,: ;i E r’} there is a finite number of S,‘s whose factors are 
infinite completely O-simple semigroups. 
Let r,= {AErr: IS;l= 00 and Si is completely O-simple} and suppose 
/T2 / = co. For convenience, pick a countable sequence of ordinal w with 
index set r;={l,2,3 ,... }. For 1Er; let S.~=,~‘(I,,G,,M,;P,). By 
Theorem 5.5 we can assume, without loss of generality, that I G,I < co, 
11, I < co and I MA 1 = 00 for all 1 E r; . In fact, we can choose such a subse- 
quence and its index set is denoted by r;. Let V* = UIEri S,*. Since 
s,*xs;+s, is right infinite for each A E r; by Lemma 5.6, the system 
I’* x V* + T is right infinite. By Theorem 3.13, I V*y I < co for all y E V* 
except a finite number of elements of V*; so we can find ,u, E r; such that 
for 
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VT x VT + T is left finite. Hence VT x V: + T is e,-finite by Theorem 3.14. 
Let l-f = {A E r; : A >,D,}. Choose exactly one element xJ from Sx for each 
1 E Q, namely, {x1. 1 E r? }. For x* and x, with 1 < ,u, there is y, E Sz 
such that x, y, E Sz ; then necessarily x* y, # x, y,, hence X~ & x,. This 
contradicts e,-finiteness. Therefore Ir:l < co, Ir;l < co, consequently 
IT2 / < co. This completes the proof. 
Let A, be the maximum of TZ and let r” = {A E r’: A > &}. From Fact 5.4 
and from (5.8.1) and (5.8.2) it follows that T/S,* has no idempotent 
elements except zero. Also T is periodic. Hence T/SA2 is a nil semigroup. 
COROLLARY 5.8’. There is 1, such that T/S,> is a nil semigroup. 
This 1, depends on a principal series of T, but S1, is independent of prin- 
cipal series, and is determined by T as the following proposition shows. 
If p is a congruence on T and if T/p is a nil semigroup, p is called a nil- 
congruence on T. 
PROPOSITION 5.9. The periodic semigroup T has a smallest nil- 
congruence p0 which equals the Rees-congruence on T determined by the 
ideal K of T generated by all idempotents of T. Moreover K coincides with 
S12 in Corollary 5.8’. 
Proof. The proof of the first statement is immediate. We prove the 
second statement. First K s .SA2 is obvious. Since ,!$A, is completely O-simple, 
Si, contains nonzero idempotents. Let E be the set of nonzero idempotents 
of s;,, hence E c S,&, and let J be the ideal of Sll generated by E. But every 
element a of Sf, is expressed as a = be for some b E S;\*, and e E E. We have 
SA, E JC K. Hence K = SAz. 
Let T be an a-recognizable semigroup and let N= T/K. N is called the nil 
image of T and K is called the kernel of T. N and T are determined by T, 
K =X(T), N = Jlr( T). 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.8, we have 
THEOREM 5.10. A regular semigroup T is a-recognizable if and only if T 
has a jinite principal series 
S,cS,c...cS,=T 
such that each factor S; is an a-recognizable completely O-simple semigroup 
and Si+, is a recognizable ideal extension of Si by S;, , (i = l,..., n). 
COROLLARY 5.11 [8]. If an inverse semigroup is a-recognizable, then it 
is finite. 
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We consider a relation between principal series of T and the greatest 
semilattice decomposition of T. Let { Si : i E r} be a principal series of T and 
let r= { 1,2 ,..., n). Let {ir ,..., ik} be the subset of r with i, < ... < i, for 
which S;,,..., S;, are all completely O-simple semigroups without zero 
divisors. 
(5.12) The number of the semilattice-components of T is k + 1 and 
u si”, (J si* )...) u ST, u si* 
ISi<i, i,<i<i* ik-l<i<ik i,<i<n 
are the semilattice-components of T. Accordingly T is semilattice- 
indecomposable tf and only if each S; is either a null semigroup or a 
completely O-simple semigroup with zero divisors. 
Summarizing Theorems 5.8 and 5.10, we have 
THEOREM 5.13. A semigroup T is a-recognizable if and only tf there is a 
finite sequence of ideals Ri of T 
such that each factor R; = Ri/Ri-, is alternately either an a-recognizable nil 
semigroup or an a-recognizable regular semigroup (i = I,..., n + 1) but RL is 
completely O-simple and R A,, is nil (possibly trivial), and Ri is a 
recognizable ideal extension of Ri_, by RI (i = 2,..., n + 1). 
The series mentioned in Theorem 5.13 is called a regular series of T, and 
R[ is called the regular factor of R i. 
The following is due to Rankin, Reis, and Thierrin. 
PROPOSITION 5.14 [8]. Zf a nil semigroup S is a-recognizable then 
S” = {0} for some m E Z,. 
Proof. Consider the principal congruence pg9”(0). (See Section 2.) Then 
S’ = s/p, ‘r*“(O) is a finite nil semigroup; hence there is m such that 
S’” = {O}. Since (0} forms a singleton p&!*“(O)-class, we have Sm = (0). 
A nil semigroup S satisfying S” = (0) has S\S* as a basis, namely, a 
unique minimal generating set, and has S”-’ as the annihilating set, namely, 
the set of annihilators a of S which are defined by elements a with 
ax = xa = 0 for all x E S. Note S is a partially ordered set with respect to 
divisibility: this follows from property that xy = y or yz = y or xyz = y 
implies y = 0. 
LEMMA 5.15. Let S be an a-recognizable nil semigroup. A subset D of S 
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is a O-minimal ideal of S tf and only if D = (0, a}, where a is a nonzero 
annihilator of S. 
Speaking of principal series in Theorem 5.8 again, 
PROPOSITION 5.16. Let {S, : 2 E I} be a principal series of T. 
(5.16.1) If Sj, is either a null semigroup of order >2 or a null 
semigroup of order 2 with Si = Si Ti or Si = TLS:, then ,4 < A?, where AZ 
is given in Corollary 5.8’. 
(5.16.2) For all ,4 > &, Si is a null semigroup of order 2 which does 
not satisfy Si = Si Tj, or Si = T,!, S(, . 
This proposition is obtained from Fact 5.4, Theorem 5.8 and Lemma 5.15. 
If S” = {0} but S”-’ # {0} then n is called the global nil-order of S. If 
n = 2, then S is a null semigroup, and, of course, a-recognizable. A 
semigroup of global nil-order 3 can be constructed as follows: 
LEMMA 5.17. Let N be a set with 0, and D a set with N n D = 0. Let 
.Ft: D x D + N be any system not identically 0. Given .Y-, define an 
operation o on the set S = NV D as follows: 
ao b=x(a,b) tfa,bED 
=o otherwise. 
Then S is a semigroup of global nil-order 3. Every semigroup of global nil- 
order 3 canbe obtained in this manner. 
Accordingly we have 
THEOREM 5.18. A semigroup S of global nil-order 3 is a-recognizable if 
and only ifx: D X D + N is not identically zero and a-recognizable. 
Proof Apply Theorem 4.10 so that .7’ = N is a null semigroup; Y’ and 
.,W are identically zero. 
Let -S be a semigroup of global nil-order n > 3. Then S”-’ is the 
annihilator of S, and S/Sri-’ is a semigroup of global nil-order n - 1. 
Therefore S can be constructed as follows. 
LEMMA 5.19. Let N be a null semigroup, and D(*) a semigroup of 
global nil-order n - 1. Let D *=D\{O}, and let A={(a,b)ED*XD*: 
a * b = 0 in D}. Assume .F: A -+ N satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) .F is not identically 0. 
(2) .F(a * b, c) = jr(a, b * c) tf a * b # 0, b * c # 0 and (a *b, c), 
(a, b * c) EA. 
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Given N, D and .7, let S = N V D and define an operation 0 in S by 
aob=a*b tfa,bED*anda*b#O 
= F(a, b) tfa,bED*anda*b=O 
=o otherwise. 
Then S is a semigroup of global nil-order It. Every such S can be obtained in 
this manner. 
THEOREM 5.20. A semigroup S constructed in Lemma 5.19 is a- 
recognizable tf and only tf D is an a-recognizable semigroup of global nil- 
order n - 1 and jr is a-recognizable. 
Thus a-recognizable nil semigroups can be inductively constructed. Note 
that the domain of .F in Theorem 5.20 is a finite union of blocks. 
On the other hand an a-recognizable nil semigroup S will be characterized 
in terms of S x T-+ S, where T = S\S’. 
Let S be a semigroup: S x S + S and let A be a subset of S. Let U, V be 
p,(A)-classes of S. (U, V may be equal.) For each v E V, define a subset 
A”‘(v) of S by 
A”‘(v)= (YES: yvEA}. 
LEMMA 5.20,. The following are equivalent. 
(5.20,.1) A is recognizable for S x UV+ S. 
(5.20,.2) A is recognizable for S x Uv -+ S for each v E V. 
(5.20,.3) A”‘(v) is recognizable for S x U+ S for each v E V. 
Proof: (5.20,. 1) * (5.20,.2) is obtained by Proposition 3.1. 
(5.20,.2) ti (5.20,.1). By assumption 1 Uv/@,(A) 1 Uv)l < co for each 
v E V. Since p,.(A) is a left congruence, 
UV,P@) uvz for all v, , v2 E V, all 24 E U. 
It follows that 
I W@,(a) I uV)l < ~0. 
(5.20,.2) o (5.20,.3). The system S x U+ S is homomorphic onto the 
system S x Uv + S under IH = (f, g, h), where f: S + S is the identity map 
on S, g: U+ Uv is defined by g(y) = yv, y E U, and h: SU-+ S(Uv) is 
defined by h(xy) = (xy)v, x E S, y E U. Then A”‘(v) is the pre-image of A 
under h. By Proposition 3.5, (5.20,.2) is equivalent to (5.20,.3). 
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Consider a semigroup S which is generated by a subset T of S. 
DEFINITION. Let S x T-+ S be a system and let A c ST. Define a 
sequence of subsets A G) of S by induction on i as follows: 
A”‘=A, A”‘= (xES:xtEA +‘) for some t E T} 
= (A (i- l))(l), i> 1. 
A subset A is called n-recognizable for S x T+ S if A”‘, AC2),..., A(“) are all 
recognizable for S x T -+ S. 
THEOREM 5.21. Let S be a semigroup of global nil-order n, and let A be 
a subset of S2. Then A is recognizable for S x S + S if and only if A is n- 
recognizable for S x T + S, where T = S\S2. 
Proof. S=T,VT,V... VT,, where T,=T, Ti=Si\Sit’ and 
T,, = (O}. By Proposition 3.1, A is recognizable for S x S -+ S if and only if 
A is recognizable for S x Ti -+ S (i = l,..., n). By using Lemma 5.20, and by 
induction on i, we can show A is recognizable for S x Ti + S if and only if 
A”’ is recognizable for S x T+ S (i = l,..., n). 
DEFINITION. A system S x T+ S is called n-a-recognizable if all subsets 
A of ST are n-recognizable for S x T-t S. 
COROLLARY 5.21,. A semigroup S of global nil-order n is a- 
recognizable if and only if S x T -+ S is n-a-recognizable. 
Next we observe commutative a-recognizable semigroups. First a- 
recognizable commutative nil semigroups can be obtained by specializing .7 
as .?-(a, b) =.F(b, a) in Lemma 5.19 and Theorem 5.20. See definition of 
archimedean in [ 3 1. 
THEOREM 5.22. A commutative archimedean semigroup S is a- 
recognizable if and only ITS is an ideal extension of a finite abelian group by 
an a-recognizable commutative nil semigroup. 
By Theorem 4.14’, a-recognizability of a semilattice composition is 
reduced to that of chain compositions. 
THEOREM 5.23. Let Si be an ideal extension of a Jinite abelian group Gi 
by an a-recognizable commutative nil semigroup Ni, and let NT = Ni\(OJ 
(i = 1,2). Let S = S, v S, be a commutative chain composition of S, and S, 
such that S, is an ideal of S. Then S is a-recognizable if and only ~j- the 
system N,* X Nf -+ S, is a-recognizable. 
481/76/l-6 
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We regard Si as Si = G,UN,? (i = 1,2). 
Proof. Since Gi is finite (i = 1,2), the subsystems G, x G, --t G, and 
G, x N,* -+ S, are a-recognizable. The theorem immediately follows. 
This paper ends with two remarks, finitely generated a-recognizable 
semigroups and a-recognizable ideal extensions, and open problems. 
Finitely Generated a-Recognizable Semigroups 
The following result was obtained by Sakarovitch [9] (see [8 I), but we 
give an alternate proof. We will discuss more in [ 151. 
THEOREM 5.24 191. A finitely generated a-recognizable semigroup is 
jkite. 
Proof. By Proposition 5.14 and the remark after it, we can see that a 
finitely generated a-recognizable nil semigroup is finite. Also it follows from 
Theorem 5.5 that a finitely generated a-recognizable completely [O-l simple 
semigroup is finite. By using Theorem 5.10 we obtain that a finitely 
generated a-recognizable regular semigroup is finite. Because of 
Theorem 5.13, the theorem is reduced to the following: 
(5.25) Let T be an a-recognizable ideal extension of a semigroup A by a 
semigroup V with 0. If T is finitely generated and if V is finite, then A is 
finitely generated. 
Assume T is generated by a, ,..., a,, , a,,+, ,..., a, and let C = {a, ,..., a,) c A 
and B = {a,,+ ,,..., a,} c V*. Then A is generated by C U (A n (B)) U 
CB U BC. It is sufficient to show IA f7 (B)[ < co. This obviously holds if 
1 V* 1 = 1, since T is periodic. In fact, this idea can be used by the following 
modification: 
Let a: X x X+ Z be a system. We say g is finitely generated if 
X n Z # 0 and if there is a finite number of elements c, ,..., ck E X such that 
every element of X n Z is the product of c, ,..., ck in the sense of groupoids. 
Let Xl =X\(P} and K1 : X, x X, + Z be a subsystem of 6. Immediately 
we have 
If F7 is a subsystem of an a-recognizable semigroup and if g is 
finitely generated, then g, is finitely generated. (5.25,) 
By repeating (5.25,) we can show (5.25). Let {Ri: i = I,..., I} be a regular 
series of T and assume T is finitely generated. By (5.25), R;, R;-,,..., R; are 
shown to the finite; hence T is finite. 
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a-Recognizable Ideal Extensions 
In this paper we do not deeply investigate a-recognizable ideal extensions 
but we give a few remarks. Here we consider only an a-recognizable ideal 
extension of a completely [O-l simple semigroup by a completely O-simple 
semigroup. 
Let S=.J’(Z,, G,,M,;P,) orM(ZO, G,,M,;P,) and let V=.X’(Z,, G,, 
M, ; Pi) and V* = V\{O}. 
PROPOSITION 5.26. Assume S and V are a-recognizable and )I, 1 < 00. 
((MO1 ( 00.) An ideal extension T of S by V is a-recognizable ifand only if 
S x V* -+ S (V* x S + S) is a-recognizable. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.5, G, and G, are necessarily finite. Necessity is 
obvious by Theorem 3.18. 
Sufficiency. Since T x S + S is left finite by Lemma 5.6, V* X S -+ S is 
left finite by (3.18-); hence V* x S + S is a-recognizable. 
Let A = {(u, w) E V* x V*: uw= 0 in V). Let P, = (pji), pji E G,, 
jEM,, iEZ,. By Theorem 4.10 it is sufficient to show A -+ S is a- 
recognizable. Define I, = {i E I, : pji = 0 for some j E M, }, and for each 
iE I,, 
Di={(i,x,j)EV*:v(i,x,j)=OinVforsomevEV*), 
Ci = (v E V*: uD, = 0 in V}. 
Assume ]I, ] < co. Then A = UiE,, (Ci x Di), where lJ is the linite union 
since (I,] < co. For each iE I,, let (i, xi, j,) E Di be fixed. Then, for any 
(i, x, j) E Di and (k, y, I) E Ci, there is (i,, z, j) E V* such that 
(k y, 4(i, x, , j,)(i,, z, j) = (k y, Ui, x, j), 
where x, pj, i2 z = x. Define 
Ci = {(k, y, l)(i, x,, j,): k E I,, JJ E G,, I E M, with pli = 0}, 
Di={(i,,z,j):i,EZ,withPj,i,#O,zEG,,jEM,}. 
-- 
Then 5. c S, fii c V* and C,D, = CiDi as the subsets of elements of T. 
Since Ci x oi + S is a-recognizable, Cj X Di + S is a-recognizable. Hence 
A + S is a-recognizable. 
In case 1 M, ( < co, let J2 = {j f M, : pji = 0 for some i E I, ), and for each 
jEJ,, 
Cj= {(i,x,j)E V*: (i,x, j)w=Ofor some w E V*}, 
Dj = {w E V*: Cjw = 0 in V}. 
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-- 
Similarly we can show there is cj c S and fij c V* such that CjDj = CjDj 
and we have the same conclusion. 
PROBLEM 2. The following are conjectures. 
(1) Let S = J’(Z,, Go, MO ; PO) or .k(Z,, Go, MO ; PO) and assume 
JZ,I < 03, 1 Go 1 < co. An ideal extension T of S by a null semigroup is a- 
recognizable if and only if S X V* -+ S is a-recognizable. 
(2) Let T be an ideal extension of a null semigroup S by a completely 
O-simple a-recognizable semigroup V such that S is a O-minimal ideal of T. 
Then T is a-recognizable if and only if S X V* + S and V* X S + S are a- 
recognizable. 
So far we have assumed that ideal extensions T are constructed. However, 
we have the following question. 
(3) Construct a-recognizable ideal extensions T of S by V stated in 
Proposition 5.26, or (I), (2) of Problem 2 when S and V are given. Given a- 
recognizable S and V does there always exist an a-recognizable T? 
As indicated in [8] the following is an interesting problem as a further 
development of this paper. 
PROBLEM 3 (141. Study the structure of binary systems or semigroups 
all finite subsets of which are recognizable. 
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